CO2 Compensation
FRACHT group
The FRACHT group as worldwide Logistics provider always strives to achieve the most
positive impact in all fields of their activities – and therefore in this respect also in the
sustainability of the environment.
Since 2010 the FRACHT group can offer you the unique possibility to handle your
transports on all carriers on a CO2 - neutral basis.
In co-operation with South Pole Carbon Asset Management Ltd. we are offering a
compensation scheme, that is directly linked to comprehensible and traceable climate
projects.

Basic facts:

Climate change is the most challenging topic of
the 21st century.
We would like to offer you to be part of
our solution and suggest concrete steps to your
company and your customers in order to
compensate for the CO2 emissions caused by
transportation.
The FRACHT group provides this solution basing
one the easy-to-handle carbon webshop of South
Pole. This includes a sophisticated carbon
footprint calculator that provides you very fast
with the compensation amount necessary to
neutralize of your emissions.

The CO2-program of FRACHT and South Pole is working under the regulations of
UN Gold Standard.

www.fracht.com

Two ways of emission compensation via FRACHT AG
 Via web-shop - www.fracht.com
At FRACHT group we make it easy for our
customers to calculate their emission
compensation via the integrated
CO2 calculator on our homepage,
with the direct compensation
opportunity via web-shop-solution
of South Pole carbon
(incl. printing of your own
CO2 emission certificate)
 Via transport order to FRACHT AG
If you would like to know the amount
corresponding your actual shipment or
your actual request, please ask us about
the CO2-compensation amount of
your transport order.
By release of your final transport order
you may decide if you would like to get
the compensation (incl. the compensation
certificate issued on your project or
transport order.
Further you have the opportunity to
cover all the CO2 emissons of your
shipments on a monthly basis (incl.
the CO2-compensation certificate).
We are looking forward to the challenge of offering you the most economical and
ecological transport for your cargo including the possibility to compensate the emissions
through South Pole.
Please let us know your needs and get in contact with your local FRACHT Branch to
learn more about the CO2 emission topic.

WE DON‘T SELL - WE DELIVER

www.fracht.com

